Indivisible East Bay Presents:

2018. Let’s get ahead of it.

On background…
Indivisible East Bay is a chapter of the Indivisible movement, one of 5,983 chapters nationwide.
We are a grassroots organization focused on resisting the Trump agenda by:
• Lobbying our group’s Members of Congress (MoCs) with office visits, calls, emails, and rallies.
• Lobbying our MoCs on topics of laws, policies, and nominations.
• Collaborating with other Indivisible groups and sharing resources for meetings and events.
• Lobbying our representatives at all state levels to take actions to oppose the Trump administration’s policies.
• Helping Indivisible groups in red & purple districts lobby their MoCs (CA & other states) to oppose the Trump
administration’s policies.
• Helping allied organizations, like Sister District, Swing Left, and Brand New Congress to support progressive
MoCs under attack or to influence or replace MoCs in red & purple districts.
• Alerting our members (e.g. not direct mobilization) about ways to personally support State legislation that
supports our goals

Our organization spans California’s 11th, 13th, and 15th congressional districts.

So we’ve formed this great group…what now?
Indivisible East Bay has been
successfully organizing and coordinating
with local groups and MoC’s since
January.
Now that we have a firm structure in
place, we want to start talking about
what you can expect for 2018, and how
to prepare NOW for the asks that will be
made of you once you step foot in a
campaign office.

The reality
No first-term president has gone into a midterm this unpopular since Harry
Truman lost 55 seats in the House and 12 in the Senate in 1946.
Democrats need to pick up 24 seats to take back the House, and there are 23
Republican incumbents in congressional districts that were won by Hillary Clinton
in November. But the margin of error on this estimate is +/- 33 seats! That is,
Democrats could gain as few as seven seats or as many as 73.

The solution??? PERSUADE.

Let’s talk Marshall Ganz
In 2008, Ganz wrote the article: “What is a Public Narrative”
This article became the core persuasion strategy of Obama for
America (remember him?).
Your personal story is a powerful organizing tool because it
establishes a relationship between you, the volunteer, and the
issues we care about.
“…public narrative is composed of three elements: a story of
self, a story of us, and a story of now. A story of self
communicates who I am – my values, my experience, why I do
what I do. A story of us communicates who we are – our shared
values, our shared experience, and why we do what we do. And
a story of now transforms the present into a moment of
challenge, hope, and choice.” – Marshall Ganz

The most important tool in an organizer’s tool
belt? Your personal story!
• Acknowledge: Validate the voter’s concern. Listen to the voter and find
common ground on things they care about. This is a chance to use an
aspect of your personal story.
• Values: Bring the conversation to the value that you share with the party,
and connect that value to the voter’s issues and interest.
• Pivot to Goals: Shift to a policy/issue that impacts the voter and links to
the values discussed above.
• Contrast: Draw the appropriate contrast with the Republican congress on
those values or issues– what is happening with Republicans in office?

When crafting a personal story…
DO

DON’T

• Identify the CHALLENGE,
CHOICE and OUTCOME as well
as the HOPE in the story.
• Focus on key choices. In any
kind of story, this is where the
action is.
• Ask why. A lot.
• Does the story connect to the
larger narrative of movement?
• Connect the dots and look for
themes.

• Offer vague abstract "feel good"
comments, unless you’ve
established the context.
• Make value judgments about
the story teller’s voice or the
validity of the point they want to
make.

Take a cue from Leslie Knope
As a member of Indivisible, and an
individual in the resistance, you need
to connect your values to the
movement’s plans and goals.
If you’re asking for someone’s vote
cause you like the candidate, that
won’t resonate. If you’re asking for
someone’s vote because a vote for
them = new & improved parks and
playgrounds in their neighborhood,
that’s specific – and community
oriented.

Key takeaway
When you start volunteering months out from an election, messaging is directed at
“Lean Democrats”, “Undecideds”, and yes, even “Lean Republicans.” You don’t get
to talk to “Strong Democrats” until Get Out The Vote (GOTV). This is why
persuasion is so key.
So before you step into a campaign office, or head to another phone bank, draft
your personal story and workshop it with fellow Indivisible members.
The stakes are too high to rely entirely on one side’s enthusiasm or the other side’s
disenchantment.

“The DCCC, the DNC, Indivisible, NextGen Climate, and every other
progressive organization and individual activist trying to figure out “what
can I do?” should support efforts to ensure high Democratic turnout in 2018
(and in the upcoming 2017 special elections). Such is the strategic
imperative, indeed the moral imperative, of any and all who seek to seize
control of the House of Representatives from the Republicans who are hellbent on destroying the planet and imperiling most of the people on it.”
- Steve Phillips, senior fellow at the Center for American Progress, and the
founder and editor in chief of Democracy in Color.

